[Uniform model and experimental method of anaerobic inhibition dynamics using table function].
To figure out the problem, such as disunity of existent form in the model of traditional inhibition dynamic, and difficulty to obtain the parameters, we adopt the way of table function to formulate inhibition kinetics. Through indraught the way of table function to improve on the way of experiment in dynamic mensuration, DYNAMO software was used to process the data and simulate the inhibition phenomena of 2,4 dinitrophenol. The result shows that the table function is possible to simulate the inhibition phenomena. Compared with the traditional inhibition dynamic, the simulation curve of table function is much more close to the data of experiment, the modality is simple and unify, and simultaneously it solves the problem of parameter obtaining. When the complex inhibition phenomena is simulated, the table function shows obvious advantage, and may predigest the structure of model at a certain extent.